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Eastern Data Inc. Launches A New B2B Website

Eastern Data Inc. is pleased to announce the launch of its new B2B website- www.ediatlanta.com. This
new website has been designed to deliver a user-friendly experience with enhanced functionality and
navigation; thus, enabling customers to have access to comprehensive product and account information.
The launch of this new website is in line with the company’s commitment to leverage its strengths with
accelerated delivery time, affordable pricing, assorted purchase options, and exceptional customer service;
towards improving product accessibility and affordability, providing innovative solutions to its esteemed
clients, and continuously improving its service and products.
The site will have greater flexibility, accounting management options, detailed product offering, compatible
products detailed to compliment base products, online RMA service, and vendor microsite pages. It will
include thorough and detailed information on our products to aid customers towards a clear overview and
understanding of our complete assortment of solutions.
The new B2B website has been designed to be compatible with the most recent mobile devices and
browsers. Visitors, employees and partner organizations with a more relevant and easy-to-find information
on product functionality and other major company details.
Created with richer online content which is easy to navigate, showcases all the features of the company’s
vast portfolio of products and all details required to keep clients acquainted with the product usage and an
easier and more engaging user experience. An easy site navigation as well as improved search ability
makes it fast and easy for the website user to find the appropriate product information. Visitors can also
get detailed and engaging information about the latest news about the company on the promotion section
of the site.
The new B2B website also showcases all relevant certification information concerning the company and
discloses to the user in a clear and engaging pattern the product warranty details and technical support
contacts for improved aftersales services.

About Eastern Data Inc.
Since 1997, Eastern Data has been a value-added provider of components and white box systems. At Eastern Data,
we are committed to distributing quality components, systems and an expanding array of computing solutions.
Capitalizing on our accelerated delivery time, competitive pricing, excellent customer service, E-Sourcing store and
rewards programs we pursue an individual relationship with our customers. We believe that by contributing to the
success of our customers, we can stimulate the use of technology throughout a variety of industry sectors.

